List of Characters for the Host
Expansion pack #1

8 characters, all optional and either gender. The players may be played in any combination.

Izzie Vine

Sasha
Alexander

THE COMPOUND

THE QUAY

THE QUAY

THE QUAY

CHARACTER

THE QUAY

FACTION

Your new link to the free guest pre-game site is www.yourmysteryparty.com/dregsisland

OPTIONAL
either gender

OPTIONAL
either gender

Val Kilman
OPTIONAL
either gender

Sylven
Pawlick
OPTIONAL
either gender

Venn
Boomer
OPTIONAL
either gender

BRIEF BIO
A serial killer known as the Mississippi River
Dumper, Izzie has been a prisoner on Dregs Island
for five months. Easily sunburned and afraid of
insects, Izzie is not fit for island living. Izzie is also
allergic to half the plants on Dregs, which makes for
long, miserable days in the hot sun. Izzie is rarely in
a good mood and is quick to rush to judgment.
Sasha Alexander is constantly cracking knuckles
and whistling an eerie melody. As the former
Butcher of Dreary Hollow, Sasha is one of the
creepiest prisoners on the island. Sasha has been
on the island for nearly five years and is one of the
highest-ranked Junk Rats.
Val is always getting into fights with everyone –
even fellow Junk Rats. Notorious for being unfit to
live in society, Dregs Island has proven to be no
different for this sociopath. Val is known for telling
long stories with no conclusion. It is quite frustrating
to chat with Val.
Sylven has always feared the dark, silence, and
thunderstorms. Sylven will put a stop to awkward
pauses in conversations – even by humming to stop
the silence. On the fateful night that led to Sylven’s
banishment to Dregs Island, Sylven lit twenty
candles to avoid the dark during a thunderstorm.
After falling asleep and catching the apartment on
fire, Sylven fled the scene without calling for help.
This negligent arsonist caused over twenty deaths.
An eloquent speaker, Venn spews words with a
poetic flair. Back in the free world, Venn was an Ivy
League professor of mathematics. Venn mistakenly
wrote a check for a large house mortgage payment
on checkbook that had been left in a recentlypurchased antique desk. The professor claimed the
check had the same design as his/her checks, and it
was an innocent mistake. The judge didn’t buy
Venn’s story.
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CRIMINAL CHARGE

SUGGESTED ATTIRE &
MARK

(Prisoners are marked during
transport to the island to
distinguish their crimes)

MURDER.
Izzie admits to the crimes.

Island native/warrior
attire. Two red stripes
on cheek below right
eye (use makeup) for
the mark of a murderer.

MURDER.
Sasha admits to the crime.

Island native/warrior
attire. Two red stripes
on cheek below right
eye (use makeup) for
the mark of a murderer.

MURDER.
Val admits to the crime.

Island native/warrior
attire. Two red stripes
on cheek below right
eye (use makeup) for
the mark of a murderer.

MURDER, ARSON.
Sylven admits to the
crime, but says it was all
an accident.

Island native/warrior
attire. Two red stripes
on cheek below right
eye (use makeup) for
the mark of a murderer.

WHITE-COLLAR
CRIME – CHECK
FRAUD.
Venn maintains
innocence.

Handmade
silk/rayon/linen shirt &
shorts.
(White collar criminals
are not marked.)

THE COMPOUND
PURGATORY
PURGATORY

Dracien
Malvoy
OPTIONAL
either gender

Julian
Oliver

OPTIONAL
either gender

Piper
Tristan
OPTIONAL
either gender

Dracien is a metaphor-emitting former engineer who
never speaks until spoken to first. Dracien prefers
to linger in the shadows and watch others. Nobody
ever knows what this mysterious resident of The
Compound is thinking. Dracien rarely leaves The
Compound’s reinforced and guarded walls.

WHITE-COLLAR
CRIME – INSURANCE
FRAUD.
Dracien maintains
innocence.

Handmade
silk/rayon/linen shirt &
shorts.
(White collar criminals
are not marked.)

A professed specialist in black magic, Julian often
mutters spells or hexes at a nearly inaudible level.
Julian was the owner of a metaphysical retail store
back in the French Quarter of New Orleans. Julian
claimed to be a psychic but was unable to see the
police coming to arrest him/her for hitting a neighbor
with a baseball bat for having weeds in their lawn.

ASSAULT AND
BATTERY.
Julian maintains
innocence.

Handmade
silk/rayon/linen shirt &
shorts.
Two yellow stripes on
right cheek below eye
(use makeup) for the
mark of an assault
crime.

Distracted easily during chats, Piper Tristan does
whatever it takes to watch the surroundings and
eavesdrop on others. A former news reporter, Piper
toppled to the dark side after making friends with the
wrong crowd. As an initiation into an underworld
faction, Piper was to rob a fast food restaurant to
prove worth to the ring of criminals. However,
inexperience led to many mistakes that landed Piper
on Dregs Island.

NON-VIOLENT THEFT –
BURGLARY OF A
FAST FOOD
RESTAURANT.
Piper maintains
innocence, but was caught
at the scene.
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Orange prison jumpsuit.
Missing left (nondominant) hand is
optional (wear a black
glove to signify) for the
mark of a thief.

